
Outdoor Artwork Insurance Considerations 
 
If yours is one of the growing number of apartment and condominium complexes adding 
outdoor artwork, you will be glad to know that it is possible to insure your investment. 
Here's what you need to know... 
  
 

 

Adding artwork to an entryway, a curb-front plaza, a rooftop terrace, or a common area 
such as a pool is a great way to distinguish your complex as a top-class residence. The 
effort has been undertaken from Miami to Scottsdale to Eau Claire and many places 
beyond. 
  
Some outdoor art is flat, such as tiled mosaics or mural paintings; other works are 
freestanding sculptures. Some include waterfalls; others have special lighting displays. 
Two retirement communities in suburban Washington, D.C., spotlight their “Leisure 
World” brand with an enormous metalwork globe at their entry gates. A disabled 
veterans complex in Los Angeles commissioned freestanding outdoor art for its 
entryway. And in Columbia, S.C., a local artist’s one-of-a-kind tropical murals integrate 
the complex’s outdoor spaces with its lobby and hallways. 
  
The movement to bring back outdoor art is being encouraged in almost every major 
city in the United States and several in Canada. Often, the developer or owner of a 
residential building will fund a competition or commission themed pieces that convey 
something distinctive about the community. 
  
That Investment Is Vulnerable 
The addition of outdoor artwork can make a community stand out in the minds of 
prospective tenants, as well as businesses and financiers. Protecting the value of that 
artwork is an important part of an owner’s financial plan. 
  
Outdoor artwork is susceptible to damage from multiple hazards. While most quality 
exterior artwork is designed and built to withstand sun, dirt and rain, it can be 
damaged by hail, flying debris and errant vehicles. Lightning and wind are also 
concerns in some areas. Unfortunately, theft and vandalism also occur and should be 
considered when positioning and protecting outdoor art. 
  
It may seem preposterous to think someone would steel a large metal sculpture from 
an apartment garden or a community’s gateway, but it happens. Thieves are often not 
interested in capitalizing on the art itself, but rather in parlaying the value of the melted 
metal. If the piece is not recovered quickly intact, it may be lost forever, sold as scrap. 
  
There are several ways to guard outdoor artwork from theft. Those include tiny GPS 
tracking devices hidden on or in the structure as well as registering the pieces with the 
Art Loss Register, which provides information to scrapyards and secondhand dealers so 
stolen art can be identified online when it is brought in for sale. Motion sensors can also 
be used to set off an alarm if someone gets too near an outdoor piece. 
  
Despite an owner’s best efforts, however, prevention doesn’t always work. A backup 
line of protection is needed for your investment. Inland marine insurance for outdoor 
artwork is available through many insurance companies. They specialize not only in 



valuing the art and insuring it properly, but also in providing advice and support on risk 
management. These insurers typically have access to curators and expert restoration 
companies in case your pieces are damaged. Often, a piece can be put back to its 
original condition—with the expense covered by the insurance policy. 
  
If you are considering purchasing or commissioning outdoor artwork, enjoy the luxury 
and the community spirit and give yourself the comfort of knowing your investment is 
protected with commercial inland marine insurance. 
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